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ABSTRACT

A microprocessor-based differential scanning calorimeter is being designed for eventual
use in planetary soil water analysis. The uniqueness of this effort is in the use of the
microprocessor as an integral section of the system control loops, instead of as merely an
auxilary processor of output data.

The use of differential scanning calorimetry is advantageous in determining water content
of soil samples. The basic idea is to use two matched ovens, one with a soil sample
included. The average temperature of the ovens is forced to track a desired programmed
temperature (normally a slow ramp) with one control loop, while a second control loop
forces the oven temperatures to be equal, even during a transition. The power necessary to
keep the temperatures equal is monitored, containing information as to the transition
energy, and thus the water content at programmed water transition temperatures.

This approach uses the microprocessor to close both of the loops, taking oven sensor
temperatures as an input, and providing power duty cycles as outputs. In actuality, two
microprocessors are used - a slave to accumulate and process sensor information, and a
master to generate the loop control, output data control, and temperature program control.

The PSWA performance is compared to a state-of-the-art commercial instrument using
analog loop control. The major advantage of the microprocessor loop control utilized in the
PSWA is the capability of remote operation, including remote alignment and adjustment.
Further advantages include accommodation of oven changes with software reprogramming,
a flexible single oven capability, correction for system nonlinearities using software, and
auto gain and auto zero control for the sensor circuitry. The analog loop control approach
has somewhat better sensitivity, resolution, and noise performance.

The current phase of the development of the PSWA is a feasibility study and circuit
design, performed for the Planetary Geology Program Office, NASA Headquarters. The



next developmental phases would include breadboarding, software design, testing, and
evaluation.

In conclusion, this instrument is a significant advance in the state-of-the-art for automatic
water measurements, and will be of great value in further planetary exploration.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of water resources is of extreme importance in the exploration of our solar
system. This derives from the pervasive roles played biologically, chemically, and
physically by water and its derivatives.

An experiment was proposed to use a combination of scanning calorimetry and effluent
gas analysis, DSC-EGA, to determine the forms of occurance of water in Martion surface
materials (Molecular-Analysis Team, 1969). Considerable information was expected
concerning the mineralogical makeup of the surface material. The correlation of evolved
gas composition and thermal anamolies allows recognition of ice, liquid water, mineral
hydrates, and absorbed films providing an estimate of relative abundanceof each phase.
The experiment is direct, with straight forward data. The instrumentation has minimal
moving parts, is easily miniaturized, and is reliable, thus being readily suitable for space
hardware.

The amount of water evolved is correlated to the temperature of evolution and the thermal
energy required for liberation to determine the form of occurance. Differential scanning
calorimetry has been used to determine the forms and relative amounts of ice, liquid, and
absorbed water for terrestrial samples under simulated Martian conditions, demonstrating
the feasibility of the approach in laboratory demonstrations. The characteristic ratio of
enthalpies of fusion and vaporization of water is used to calibrate and interpret the ratios of
observed endotherms. The decomposition of mineral hydrates is also revealed by the
thermal record. Effluent gas analysis sensors provide positive identification of water vapor
and CO2.

The Planetary Soil Water Analyzer (PSWA) is designed as the differential scanning
calorimeter portion of the experiment and fully utilizes the modern advances and
breakthroughs of the technique.

PSWA OPERATION

The basic principle behind the PSWA is that the energy absorbed or released during
sample heating is compensated by adding or subtracting an equivalent amount of electrical
energy to a heater in the sample holder. The sample holder temperature is compared to the



temperature of a reference which is identical in every way to the sample holder - except
without the sample. The difference in heater power necessary to keep the sample holder
temperature identical to the reference holder temperature provides an electrical signal
which, when integrated over time, is equivalent to the change in sample energy. In
practice, a signal from a temperature sensor in the sample holder is compared to a signal
from a temperature sensor in the reference holder and the sample holder temperature is
forced to equal the reference holder temperature. By maintaining a record of the
differential power required, a record of sample behavior is obtained in terms of either
watts or cal/sec, at that temperature. This approach would be only of marginal advantage
unless the sample and reference holder temperatures can be programmed to temperatures
of interest. To accomplish this, a separate power control loop is provided that forces the
sum of the temperatures to follow a desired temperature program. The normal desired
temperature program is a ramp, allowing the temperature range of interest to be swept at a
constant, controlled rate.

The result of this temperature sweep, if it includes a sample transition temperature, is a
change in differential power corresponding to the sample energy, sample size, sample
thermal resistance, programmed ramp rate, sample material and other parameters. It also
includes differential power necessary to compensate for oven and sensor path mismatches.

Thus, two basic loops are involved - an “average” loop where the holder temperatures are
forced to equal a programmed temperature, and a “differential” loop in which the two
holder temperatures are forced to be equal. These loops are multiplexed to avoid
interaction. The output of interest is the differential power required to maintain the holder
temperatures equal (despite the sample thermal behavior) as a function of time.

Average Loop

A simple model of the average loop is shown in Figure 1. The model is broken into
sections of the master microprocessor, slave microprocessor, analog and digital hardware,
and ovens. The loop error signal

is converted to a duty cycle which controls the amount of time the power supply voltage
VA is impressed across the heaters. The heater powers generated are transformed to
temperatures within the ovens. These temperatures are monitored by sensors; the sensor
ouput voltages are amplified, converted to digital numbers, and processed to give



closing the loop. If the sum of sensor temperatures does not equal the programmed
temperature, the heater switches’ duty cycle is adjusted accordingly.

The slave microprocessor processes the A/D sensor temperature information for both the
sample and reference temperatures and provides the result to the master microprocessor. In
addition, the slave microprocessor controls the gain and offset correction for each sensor
path by updates to gain and offset D/A converters. The master microprocessor generates
the error signal from the two linearized and averaged sensor temperatures and the
programmed control temperature, amplifies and linearizes this signal (for oven and heater
resistor nonlinearities), and converts the result to a duty cycle to control both average loop
switches S2 and S4.

Differential Loop

A simplified model for the differential loop is shown in Figure 2. It utilizes the idential
sensor path information as the average loop, up to the digital summing node. The primary
difference between loops is that the input signal for the differential loop is sample power,
and for the average loop is the programmed temperature. Other differences are the error
signal configuration

and the switch control/duty-cycle-convert.

The difference between sensor signals generates an error signal which corrects a duty
cycle (and its inverse) that drives the sample (and reference) heater via the differential loop
power Supply VD and switches S1 and S3. If the holder temperatures are not equal, the
sensor voltages will differ, and an error signal will result that will increase the duty cycle
of the low-temperature holder and decrease the duty cycle of the high-temperature holder
until the error is driven to zero. The error signal needed to accomplish this, when corrected
for supply voltage and switch resistance, is a representation of the actual differential power
needed. However, this differential power includes the effects from system mismatches as
well as sample power. A calibration run is performed without a sample and the data is
subtracted from a sample run to minimize these errors.

System Diagram

The block diagram for the PSWA system is shown in Figure 3. The heater switch control
information comes from the master microprocessor as binary numbers which are converted
to appropriate enable times by the switch timing control. When the average loop is
enabled, both S2 and S4 are turned on for the necessary time, impressing the average loop



power supply across each heater. When the differential loop is enabled, the differential
loop power supply is impressed across each heater, depending on whether S1 or S3 is
turned on.

The slave microprocessor manipulates the D/A and A/D converters for data acquisition
and control. The master microprocessor is utilized for loop control, temperature program
control, and output data manipulation. The output data of temperature, time, differential
power, and differential energy is available as BCD 4-digit displays, X-Y recorder inputs,
and an RS232 interface (to control I/O devices, such as a printer). Input commands to the
microprocessor come through an 8 bit keypad and interface. Available for user control is
output format and control, input program control (including heat, cool, ramp, and hold
cycles, start temperature, stop temperature, and multiple program sequencing), and loop
parameter controls (providing tremendous flexibility to compensate for component and
oven changes with just a change in software). Calibration capability is built in by including
known quantities of reference materials in the reference oven. Finally, a single oven
capability is offered, available by a single input command.

The single oven operation is performed by disabling switches S1, S2, and S3 of Figure 3.
Only the sample oven is used, in conjunction with the average loop power supply and S4.
The sample heater voltage and current are monitored and digitized for the slave
microprocessor during a temperature program to obtain the power required to both track
the program temperature and compensate for the sample power encountered. The
temperature program is run with and without a sample in the oven, and the results
subtracted to yield differential power. The control loop will look similiar to Figure 1,
except without the reference heater, oven, and sensor paths. The primary disadvantages of
this approach are a greater sensitivity to both ambient temperature changes and initial oven
and electrical values, plus inherently larger peak power from the average power supply to
be discretized. Performance degradation is unavoidable.

COMMERCIAL INSTRUMENT COMPARISON

The PSWA is a fully microprocessor-based (loop control, temperature program control,
and output data control) differential scanning calorimeter system. State-of-the-art
differential scanning calorimeters are microprocessor-based for temperature program
control and output data control, but are analog-based for loop control. Comparison of
performance for the two approaches is shown in Table I.

Microprocessor loop control for the PSWA was choosen to facilitate remote systems
adjustment, vital for a space mission, as effects from component drifts (aging, temperature)
must be compensated from ground control. The approach also provides great flexibility in
changing loop control parameters via software, including oven design changes. The analog



approach requires periodic “hands-on” adjustment to meet system performance
specifications, and has little flexibility to accommodate oven design changes or remote
operation.

The PSWA can operate entirely in a single oven mode, although with severe performance
degradation. The advantage is lower peak power requirements and a lighter instrument. In
addition, the capability exists to work in either mode with only a single remote software
command.

The PSWA design was choosen to minimize linearity errors. In addition, the
microprocessor loop control enables software correction for remaining sensor, heater, and
oven linearity characteristics. The analog approach examined compensates only for sensor
non-linearities, so has slightly worse linearity specifications.

The accuracy of the PSWA approach is similiar to the analog approach despite the
inherent problems encountered in remote adjustment. This is due primarily to the inherent
accuracy in digital control along with the correction capability of the software. Sensor path
errors are minimized with auto gain and auto zero control and truncation errors are
minimized by using double precision (32 bits) for calculations and sampling and averaging
techniques to provide A/D resolution of roughly 20 bits.

The analog approach has advantages in resolution, sensitivity, and noise performance over
the PSWA design. Higher resolution and sensitivity is inherent in the use of analog
summing nodes for the control loops, as digitizing errors aren’t present. The lower noise is
due to the increased filtering available; auto gain and auto zero circuits for the PSWA
design are used to permit remote adjustment, but preclude the use of lower frequency
filters to improve noise performance.

CONCLUSION:

In conclusion, the PSWA is a significant advance in the state of the art for automated
water measurements suitable for space craft instrumentation.

The advantages of the microprocessor based control approach over the analog-based
control approach include:

• Remote adjustment capability
• Flexable single oven capability
• Linearity correction
• Sensor auto gain and auto zero
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FIGURE 1.  AVERAGE TEMP LOOP DIAGRAM



FIGURE 2.  DIFFERENTIAL LOOP DIAGRAM.



FIGURE 3.  PSWA SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM.


